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Abstract. Traditional static typing systems for the pi-calculus are built around
capability types that control the read/write access right on channels and describe
the type of their payload. While static typing has proved adequate for reason-
ing on process behavior in typed contexts, dynamic techniques have often been
advocated as more effective for access control in distributed/untyped contexts.
We study the relationships between the two approaches – static versus dinyamic
– by contrasting two versions of the asynchronous pi-calculus. The former,P,
comes with an entirely standard static typing system. The latter,P@, combines
static and dynamic typing: a static type system associates channels with flat types
that only express capabilities, disregarding the payload type; a dynamically typed
synchronization complements the static type system to guarantee type soundness.
We show thatP@ can be encoded intoP in a fully abstract manner, preserving
the respective behavioural equivalences of the two calculi. Besides yielding an
interesting expressivity result, the encoding also sheds light on the effectiveness
of dynamic typing as a mechanism for access control in untyped contexts.

1 Introduction

Static typing systems have long been established as an effective device to control the
interaction among processes in the pi-calculus and related calculi [7, 8, 11, 12]. In these
systems the communication channels are viewed as resources, and their types define
the capabilities needed to use them. Thus, for instancerw〈S; T〉 is the type of a channel
where one can output at typeT and input at typeS (provided thatT is a subtype ofS).
The nested structure of the types makes it possible to control the way that capabilities
are delivered and made available. To illustrate, a process knowing the name (or channel)
a at the typerw〈r〈S〉; rw〈S; S〉〉 may output ona a full-fledged channel (with payload
type S) and be guaranteed that any (well-typed) process inputing ona will only be
reading on the channel received. This form of type-based control yields powerful tech-
niques to reason on the behavior of processes in typed contexts: in fact, by putting
enough structure on the types of the shared channels, one may gain strong control on
the interaction of a process with any typed context. Unfortunately, these techniques do
not scale well, if they scale at all, to more general, potentially untyped, contexts.

To address this shortcoming, [2] introduces a variant of the asynchronous pi-calculus,
namedP@, in which the ability to control the use of channels relies on a combination
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of static and dynamic typing. The types of channels are still formed around capabili-
ties, but inP@ they only exhibit the “top-level” read/write capabilities, disregarding
the types of the values transmitted. Given this simple type structure, the type system
is much less effective in providing control on the use of channels. To compensate that,
P@ includes a new form of output construct, noteda〈v@B〉, that relies on a type co-
ercion to enforce the delivery ofv at typeB. A static typing system guarantees thatv
may indeed be assigned the coercion typeB, while a mechanism of dynamically typed
synchronization guarantees thatv is received only at supertypes ofB, so as to guarantee
the type soundness of each exchange.

As argued in [2], the new typing system succeeds in its goal to provide reasoning
methods for typed processes in arbitrary contexts. Indeed, [3] shows that the processes
of P@ may be implemented as low-level principals of a cryptographic process cal-
culus based on the applied pi-calculus [1], while preserving their behavioral invariants.
The present paper complements the work in [2, 3] by investigating how the combination
of static and dynamic typing inP@ impacts on the ability to control the behavior of
processes with respect to traditional systems relying solely on static typing, as inP.

We develop our approach by studying the (non)existence ofreasonablecross-encodings
between the two calculi. By adapting existing notions of reasonableness from the liter-
ature [4–6, 9, 10, 13] to the type framework, we establish the following results.

For the forward direction, we complement a result from [2] and show (i) that there
exists a type preserving andreasonableencoding ofP into P@ and (ii) that no
encoding with such properties can be fully abstract. For the reverse direction, we show
that there exists no (sub)type preserving, reasonable encoding ofP@ intoP. On the
other hand, we show that there exists a divergent encoding which is fully abstract. In
detail, we provide a sound and complete encoding of (monadic)P@ into P with
recursive types. The latter result is interesting (and perhaps surprising) as it establishes
a connection betweenP and the fully abstract implementation developed in [3]. In
particular, it allows us to isolate the fragment ofP for which the implementation of
[3] is fully abstract.

Plan of the paper.§2 and§3 review the calculi and the definition of reasonable encod-
ings.§4 provides a fully abstract encoding of (monadic)P@ into P, §5 concludes
with final remarks. Technicalities are in the Appendix.

2 Static and Dynamic Typing in the Pi-Calculus

We presuppose two countable sets of names and variables, ranged over bya,b, . . . ,n,m
and x, y, . . . , respectively;u, v range collectively over names and variables whenever
the distinction does not matter. ˜u, T̃, Ã denote (possibly empty) tuples of values, and
static and dynamic types, respectively; the notation ˜v@Ã is a shorthand for the tuple
v1@A1, . . . , vn@An; a corresponding convention applies to ˜v : Ã. Syntactically,P and
P@ differ only in the form of the communication primitives, and in the structure of
the types. The productions are as follows:
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P − Static Typing

Processses P,Q ::= 0 | P|Q | (νn:S)P | ! P | [u=v]P; Q | u〈ṽ〉 | u(x̃).P
Types S,T ::= > | r〈T̃〉 | w〈T̃〉 | rw〈S̃; T̃〉 | X | µX.T

P@− Dynamic Typing

Processses P,Q ::= 0 | P|Q | (νn:A)P | ! P | [u=v]P; Q | u〈ṽ@Ã〉 | u(x̃@B̃).P
Types A, B ::= > | r | w | rw

P is a standard version of the asynchronous pi-calculus with matching, denoted by the
construct [u= v]P; Q, and recursive capability typesá la [7, 8]1. We use the shorthand
rw〈T̃〉 to meanrw〈T̃; T̃〉. P@ replaces the input and output forms fromP with new
constructs that make explicit the types at which values should be exchanged. As antici-
pated, the types are reduced to the simplest structure that only represents the capabilities
associated with names.

Typing and Subtyping. In both calculi, the subtype relations<: are partially complete
pre-orders with a meet operatoru and top type>. In P it is defined as in [7, 8], with
the standard extensions needed to handle the presence of recursive types. InP@ sub-
typing is generated by the axiomsrw <: {r,w} <: >. Type environments, ranged over by
Γ, Γ′ . . ., are finite mappings from names and variables to types. We writeΓ ` P to mean
thatP is well typed inΓ. The type environmentΓ, 〈u : T〉 isΓ,u : T if u < dom(Γ); other-
wise it is the type environmentΓ′ such thatΓ′(v) = Γ(v) for v , u andΓ′(u) = Γ(u) u T
if Γ(u) u T is defined. Subtyping is extended to type environments as expected:Γ <: Γ′

wheneverdom(Γ) = dom(Γ′) and for allv ∈ dom(Γ) it holdsΓ(v) <: Γ′(v).

Operational Semantics.The dynamics ofP is expressed by the usual labelled transi-
tion system of the asynchronous pi-calculus. On the other hand, in order to express the
dynamics forP@, the input/output labels of pi-calculus are extended with a type ca-
pability in order to force the synchronisation at the desired type. Below, we discuss the
different ways of synchronisation, and refer the reader to the appendix for full details.

Dynamic Typing:
a〈ṽ@Ã〉

a〈ṽ@Ã〉
−→ 0 a(x̃@B̃).P

a(ṽ@B̃)
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ } Ã <: B̃

P|Q
τ
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ } |0

Static Typing:
a〈ṽ〉

a〈ṽ〉
−→ 0 a(x̃).P

a(ṽ)
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ }

P|Q
τ
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ } |0

In P@ the labels carry extra information about the types at which names are ex-
changed. More interestingly, however, these rules show the fundamentally different na-
ture of the interaction with the context: inP the context acquires the names emitted
at the read type of the transmission channel, while inP@ the typeB̃ is decided by
the process. In addition, processes of both calculi may synchronize with aτ transition
when exhibiting complementary labels that, in the case ofP@, are required to agree
on the type of the values exchanged, as ina(ṽ@Ã) anda〈ṽ@Ã〉.

1 In fact, in [7, 8] the types are not recursive; however, as far as we see, the generalization is
harmless for the results relevant to our present endeavor.
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The notion of observational equivalence is based on the usual notion of barbed
equivalence and is mediated by the type capabilities that the contexts possess on the
names shared with the processes. It relies on the definition ofconfigurationsof the form

I B P
α
−→ I′ B P′, which identify the actions of the processP that may be observed

by the type environmentI. ThusI represents what contexts know of the names shared
with P: remarkably,P may know those names at more precise types thanI, asI B P
is a well-defined configuration only if there existsΓ <: I such thatΓ ` P.

Definition 1 (Type-indexed Relation).A type-indexed relationR is a family of binary
relations between processes indexed by type environments. We writeI |= P R Q to mean
(i) that P and Q are related byR and (ii) thatI B P andI B Q are configurations.

Definition 2 (Contextuality). A type-indexed relationR is contextual when:

1. I |= P R Q impliesI,a : A |= P R Q with a< dom(I)
2. I |= P R Q andI |= R implyI |= P|RR Q|R
3. I,a : A |= P R Q impliesI |= (νa:A)P R (νa:A)Q

The definition of barbs is based on the actual capability of the contextI to see
barbs. The notationIr(a) ↓ indicates thatI (hence the context) has a read capability on
the namea, i.e.,I(a) <: r, only in that case the output action performed by the process
is observable by the context. Moreover we denote by=⇒ the reflexive and transitive

closure of
τ
−→.

Definition 3 (Barbs). Given a configurationI B P, we say that

1. I B P↓a if and only ifIr(a) ↓ and P
(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ@Ã〉
−→ .

2. I B P⇓a if and only if P=⇒ P′ andI B P′ ↓a.

Definition 4 (Typed Behavioural Equivalence).The typed behavioural equivalence
is the largest symmetric, contextual and type-indexed relationR such thatI |= P R Q
implies

1. if I |= P↓a thenI |= Q⇓a

2. if Q
τ
−→ Q then there exists Q′ such that Q=⇒ Q′ andI |= P′ R Q′.

The typed behavioural equivalence is denoted as≈ in P and as≈ in P@.

3 Properties of Encodings

Formally, anencodingis a map from terms (processes) of asourcelanguage to terms of
a target language. However, when dealing with typed languages, where the behavior of
systems strongly depends on the capabilities of the observing context, it is reasonable to
encode not just processes but rather configurations of the formI B P. More precisely,
we build the encoding~I B P� upon two independent encodings:~I � for the context
and~P�Γ for the processP with respect to a type environmentΓ such thatΓ ` P.

We assume that the encoding of typing environments satisfies the following two
natural requirements:
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Typing Preservation - if Γ ` P, then there existsΓ′ <: ~Γ � such thatΓ′ ` ~P�Γ;

Subtyping Preservation - if Γ <: Γ′, then~Γ � <: ~Γ′ �.

As stated below, these two requirements are enough to guarantee that the encoding of
configurations iswell defined.

Proposition 1. Let ~ � be an encoding satisfying both typing and subtyping preserva-
tion. LetI B P be a configuration in the source calculus andΓ be a type environment
such thatΓ <: I and Γ ` P. Then~I � B ~P�Γ is a configuration in the target
calculus.

Proof. LetI B P be a configuration andΓ <: I such thatΓ ` P. By typing preservation
there existsΓ′ <: ~Γ � such thatΓ′ ` ~P�Γ. By subtyping preservation~Γ � <: ~I �,
henceΓ′ <: ~I �. Thus~I � B ~P�Γ is a configuration.

As for the encoding of processes, there is no agreement on what should be agood
notion of encoding. However, it seems reasonable to require that some intended seman-
tic properties are preserved and/or reflected by the encoding. A criterion for being a
good encoding is the popular notion offull abstractionwhich requires that the equiva-
lence of source terms is both preserved and reflected. Preservation provides behavioral
completeness while reflection provides behavioural soundness.

Let ≈s and≈t denote equivalences of the source and target language, respectively.
Then, fhe full abstraction property is formulated as follows. LetΓ, Γ′ be two type en-
vironments such thatΓ <: I, Γ′ <: I, Γ ` P andΓ′ ` P′. An encoding~ � is fully
abstractif it is both sound and complete:

Soundness (reflection of equivalence) -

~I � |= ~P�Γ ≈t ~P′ �Γ′ impliesI |= P ≈s P′.

Completeness (preservation of equivalence) -

I |= P ≈s P′ implies~I � |= ~P�Γ ≈t ~P′ �Γ′ .

4 EncodingP@ into P

In this section we presenta a fully abstract encoding ofP@ intoP. We first give the
details of how this can be done for the monadic fragment ofP@. In § 5, we briefly
discuss how the approach can be generalized to the polyadic calculus.

4.1 First attempt

We start with a relatively simple approach, which almost work, but not quite. The idea
is to represent each namen in P@ as a 4-tuple of namesn = (nrw,nr,nw,n>), where
each component of the tuple corresponds to one of the four types at which a synchro-
nization may take place onn. Thus, anP@ synchronization onn at, say, the typew,
will correspond inP to a synchronization onnw. Clearly, this idea must be applied
consistently, hence exchanging a name inP@ will correspond to exchanging a tuple
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Table 1Encoding functions (withQ = u(x̃).P)

Rl 〈Q〉
def
= u(x̃).Tl 〈Q〉

Tl 〈Q〉
def
= l(z).[z=t]Cl 〈Q〉 ⊕ Ul 〈Q〉 ; Al 〈Q〉 z fresh

Ul 〈Q〉
def
= l〈t〉 |u〈x̃〉

Cl 〈Q〉
def
= l〈f〉 |P

Al 〈Q〉
def
= l〈f〉 |u〈x̃〉

R1 ⊕ R2
def
= (νi : rw〈 〉)(i〈 〉 | i( ).P | i( ).Q) i fresh

in P. Hence, the outputu〈v@A〉 can be represented as the corresponding outputuA〈v〉.
The input prefix requires a little more care, as inP@ the processu(x@A).P may syn-
chronize with any output onu at a typeB <: A. In fact, given the present choice for
the representation of the output construct, it is easily seen that the behavior of the input
form u(x@A).P corresponds precisely to the input guarded choiceΣB<:AuB(x).P2.

We may then formalize our first attempt by combining the intuitions just outlined
with the encoding of guarded choice from [9]. This results into the following definition.

〈| u〈v@A〉 |〉 def
= uA〈v〉

〈| u(x@A).P |〉 def
= (νl : rw〈>〉)

(
l〈t〉 |
∏

B<:A !Rl
〈
uB(x).〈|P |〉

〉 )
〈| (ν n)P |〉 def

= (ν n)〈|P |〉
〈| [u=v]P; Q |〉 def

= [u>=v>]〈|P |〉; 〈|Q |〉

Just as in [9], the encoding of input runs a mutual exclusion protocol, installing a local
lock on a parallel composition of its branches. The protocol is implemented by the
processes in Table 1, which we inherit, essentially unchanged, from [9]. The branches
Rl 〈−〉 concurrently try to test the lock after reading messages from the environment.
Every branch can ‘black out’ and return to its initial state after it has taken the lock,
just by resending the message. Just one branch will proceed with its continuation and
thereby commit the input. Every other branch will then be forced to resend its message
and abort its continuation.

This re-sending of messages by ‘non-chosen’ and ‘blacked out’ inputs is what
makes the encoding diverge, thus making the encoding not reasonable. Given the re-
sult of Theorem (che non c’e’ piu’...) this is not surprising. Unfortunately, however, the
re-sending of messages is problematic also for type preservation. To see the problem
notice that aP@ process may have just the read capability on a channel in order to
perform an input, while its encoding must also be granted a write capability in order to
run the mutual exclusion protocol.

The typing failure would not arise if we dropped the typer, and worked with just
three types: indeed, for this fragment ofP@ the encoding we just illustrated may be
shown to be type-preserving and fully abstract. For a more general, and robust solution,
one would need to move the responsability of running the mutual exclusion protocol
from the (encoding of the) input process to some other process possessing the required
capabilities.

2 For uniformity with the notation adopted for names, we writex to note a quadruple of variables
used to store name representations.
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Table 2Encoding ofP@ intoP – Types.

Client types
Trw

def
= (R,W) Tr

def
= (R,>) Tw

def
= (>,W) T>

def
= (>,>)

R def
= (Tr@rw,Tr@r,Tr@rw,Tr@>) W def

= (Tw@rw,Tw@r,Tw@rw,Tw@>)
Tr@rw

def
= w〈w〈R,W〉〉 Tw@rw

def
= w〈R,W〉

Tr@r
def
= w〈w〈R,>〉〉 Tw@r

def
= w〈R,>〉

Tr@w
def
= w〈w〈>,W〉〉 Tw@w

def
= w〈>,W〉

Tr@>
def
= w〈w〈>,>〉〉 Tw@>

def
= w〈>,>〉

Server types
S def
= (RS,WS)

RS
def
= (Sr@rw,Sr@r,Sr@w,Sr@>) WS

def
= (Sw@rw,Sw@r,Sw@w,Sw@>)

Sr@rw
def
= rw〈w〈R,W〉〉 Sw@rw

def
= rw〈R,W〉

Sr@r
def
= rw〈w〈R,>〉〉 Sw@r

def
= rw〈R,>〉

Sr@w
def
= rw〈w〈>,W〉〉 Sw@w

def
= rw〈>,W〉

Sr@>
def
= rw〈w〈>,>〉〉 Sw@>

def
= rw〈>,>〉

Type Environments
{| ∅ |}

def
= t : >, f : > {|Γ, v : A |} def

= {|Γ |}, (v) : TA

4.2 A sound encoding

The solution is inspired by [3] and based on the representation of a channel as a process
that serves input and output requests, so that each exchange is the result of two separate
protocols. Given a namen, we writeChan(n) for the server associated withn. In the
input protocol, a client willing to input onu and typeA sends a read request (in the
form of a private name) on the channelnr@A. In the write protocol, a process willing
to output onn and typeB <: A sends its output on the channelnw@B. Chan(n) is the
only process with read and write access tonw@B andnr@A, while clients will, at their
best, have write capabilities on these names. The serverChan(n) may therefore run
the synchronization protocol and send back the selected message on the private name
received by the reader client.

Collectively, each namen from P@ is translated into the 8-tuple (n), where the
componentsnR = nr@rw,nr@r,nr@w,nr@> are the names employed in the input protocol
to communicate the input requests at the corresponding types, while the components
nW = nw@rw,nw@r,nw@w,nw@> serve the same purpose for the output protocol. Thus,
for instance, the outputn〈v@rw〉 corresponds to the outputnw@rw〈v〉 and synchronizes
only with nw@rw(x). The the inputn(x@rw).P, in turn, first performs the outputnr@rw〈l〉,
wherel is a private channel that will be used byChan(n) to reply back with a suitable
(tuple of) value(s).

Typewise, a read capability onn in P@ corresponds inP to a write capability on
all the names innR, while a write capability onn corresponds to a write capability on
the namesnW. The encoding of types is given in full detail in Table 2. With each type
A in P@ we associate a corresponding tuple of typesTA, as inTrw = (R,W) or Tw =

(>,W) whereR andW are the client types associated to the names employed in the
read/write protocols (according to the convention thatnr@A : Tr@A andnw@A : Tw@A)
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Table 3Encoding ofP@ intoP – Processes.

Clients
{| 0 |} def
= 0

{| u〈v@A〉 |} def
= uw@A〈v〉

{| u(x@A).P |} def
= (νh: rw〈TA〉) ( ur@A〈h〉 |h(x).{|P |} ) where the nameh is fresh

{|P|Q |} def
= {|P |} | {|Q |}

{| (νa:A)P |} def
= (ν(a) :S) ({|P |} |C(a))

{| [u=v]P; Q |} def
= [ur@r=vr@r]{|P |}; {|Q |}

{| ! P |} def
= ! {|P |}

Channel Servers
C(u) def

= ΠA ! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h)
C(u,A,h) def

= (νl : rw〈>〉)
(
l〈t〉 |
∏

B<:A !Rl

〈
uw@B(z).h〈z〉

〉 )
Complete Systems

{|P |}Γ
def
= {|P |} |

∏
a∈dom(Γ)C(a)

and> is the representation of the top type inP@. Notice that clients are only granted
write capabilities on the channels involved in the protocols, while the channel servers
know the same names at the lower typesRS andWS which grant them full access to
those names.

The processes ofP@ are then encoded as the clients of Table 3, which also defines
the channel servers, and the encoding of a complete system which includes channel
servers for all the free names of the system. The new encoding is well-defined as stated
below.

Theorem 1 (Type preservation).If Γ ` P in P@, then there existsΓ′ <: {|Γ |} such
thatΓ′ ` {|P |}Γ in P.

Also, we can show that the encoding is sound. The soundness proof follows a standard
pattern, but relies on a non-standard, and lengthy proof of operational correspondence.
The reason is that the encoding is not “prompt” [9], in that it takes several steps for the
encoding of a process to be ready for the commit action that corresponds to theP@
synchronization on the channel. For this reason, the proof of soundness is not standard,
but it relies on the technique introduced in [3]. Essentially, we classify the transitions
of the encodings into two main groups: administrative and effective. The administrative
actions, noted byΛ, represent the transitions introduced by the encoding in order to
synchronize with the original process and enable the performance of the effective ac-
tions. The effective actions, noted byλ, actually correspond to actions in the encoded
calculus. In this case, the administrative actions are the input actions and the internal
synchronizations performed by the channel server, along with all the synchronizations
between the client processes and the channel server itself. This classification of actions
introduces a weaker form of behavioral equivalence, theadministrative bisimulation

≈A, defined as in Definition 4, where=⇒ is replaced by
AΛ
−→, which represents a (possi-

bly empty) sequence of administrative actions, and
λ
=⇒ is replaced by

AΛ
−→

λ
−→

AΛ
−→ . The

definition implies that the administrative equivalence is closed under administrative re-
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duction, namely ifP
AΛ
−→ P′ thenP ≈A P′. The main property of the equivalence is the

following correspondence.

Proposition 2. Let P andΓ such thatΓ ` P in P@. Then

1. If P
µ
−→ P′ in P@ then there exist an effective actionλ and a process Q inP

such that{|P |}Γ
AΛ
−→

λ
−→ Q and Q≈A {|P′ |}Γ;

2. If Q ≈A {|P |}Γ and Q
α
−→ Q′ in P, then there exist a process P′ and an actionµ in

P@ such that P
µ
=⇒ P′ and Q′ ≈A {|P′ |}.

Based on this form of operational correspondence, soundness is proved in a standard
way: first by observing that≈A is finer than≈, then by defining a type indexed relation
RasI |= PRP′ iff {| I |} |= {|P |}Γ ≈ {|P′ |}Γ′ for someΓ, Γ′ compatible withI and such
thatΓ ` P andΓ′ ` P′, and finally by showing thatR is an asynchronous bisimulation
onP@.

Theorem 2 (Soundness).Let Γ andΓ′ be type environments compatible withI such
thatΓ ` P andΓ′ ` Q in P@. Then {| I |} |= {|P |}Γ ≈ {|Q |}Γ′ impliesI |= P ≈ Q.

The converse direction of Theorem 2 does not hold. The problem is that the properties
of the communication protocols are based on certain invariants for the channel servers.
Now, these invariants are verified by the servers that are statically allocated by the en-
coding, but this may fail to be true of the names, and the associated servers generated
dynamically by the context. Given that, it is easy to find a counter-example to full ab-
straction.

Example 1.Take for instanceP def
= a(x@rw).x(y@rw).x〈y@rw〉 andP′ def

= a(x@rw).0. It
is easily verified that in theP@ one hasa : w |= P ≈D P′. Now takeΓ def

= a : rw, and
consider the encoding of the two processes{|P |}Γ = {|P |} |C(a) and{|P′ |}Γ = {|P′ |} |
C(a), where:

{|P |} = (νh: rw〈Trw〉)(ar@rw〈h〉 |h(x).(νk: rw〈Trw〉)(xr@rw〈k〉 |k(y).xw@rw〈y〉))
{|P′ |} = (νh: rw〈Trw〉)(ar@rw〈h〉 |h(x).0)

Now we have the following transition:{|Γ |} B {|P |}Γ
(b:S)aw@rw(b)
=⇒ {|Γ |}, b : S B Q where

S is the server type defined in Table 2, and{|Γ |}, b : S |= Q ≈ (νk : rw〈Trw〉)(br@rw〈k〉 |
k(y).bw@rw〈y〉). Sinceb : S implies br@rw : rw〈w〈Trw〉〉, the configuration{|Γ |}, (b) :
S B Q offers a barb onbr@rw, which is not offered by any of the configurations reached
by {|Γ |} B {|P′ |}Γ. Thus{|Γ |} |= {|P |}Γ 6≈ {|P′ |}Γ, which shows that the encoding is not
complete.

4.3 A full abstract encoding

In order to recover full abstraction, we adopt the idea of [3], which introduces aproxy
serverthat manages the communications between the channel server, the context and
the processes. The new encoding introduces a separation betweenclient names,used by
the context and the translated processes to communicate, and the correspondingproxy
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names,generated within the system and associated with system generated channels
which are employed in the actual protocols for communication.

The proxy server, P, maintains an association table between client and server
names in order to preserve the expected interactions among clients. The read/write pro-
tocol follows the same rationale as in the previous encoding, with the difference that
in this case the client must first obtain the access to the system channel with a request
to P. The interaction between clients and P is as follows: the client presents a
name to the proxy, and the proxy replies with the corresponding server name, which is
cast at the (true) type of the name sent by the client. When the proxy server receives a
name for the first time, it allocates a fresh server channel that will be always associated
to that name, and in addition it defines a channel server for the new channel.

The definition of the proxy server, in Table 4, is essentially a typed variant of the
corresponding process introduced in [3]. S is a process always ready to receive
inputs along the four channelspA, one for eachA ∈ {rw, r,w,>}, which are devoted
to the requests from the clients. These channels are known to the clients and to the
context at the typepA : w〈w〈TA〉,TA〉, so to guarantee the reading capability only to
S. After receiving an input onpA, the S starts a search on the association
table and replies with the requested system name. We omit the largely obvious details
of the implementation of the association table. We limit the formalization of the the
table to a processt[T ], whereT represents the structure of the table and the name
t : tbl allows access to its entries. Essentially,T is a mapping between channel names
and server names. We write (n, k) to say that the tuple of namesn is associated to
the tuplek, meaning that the namenr@rw is associated tokr@rw, the namenr@r to kr@r

and so on. . . The proxy server The proxy refers to the tablet[T ] by means of the the
process(n, t, r), wheren : T> represents the entry (the client name) to find,t : tbl
is the table name andr : w〈>,S〉 is the reply channel where to send the proxy name
associated along with a boolean flag which says whether a new entry was created in the
table as a consequence of the request. The process(n, t, r) scrolls the entries oft[T ]
and replies onr the tuplek associated ton andt, in case the entry forn was already
defined, orf, in case the entry forn has been defined just to satisfy the current request.
Operationally we assume that

(n, t, r) | t[T ]
τ
−→ r〈t, k〉 | t[T ]

in case (n, k ) ∈ T , and that

(n, t, r) | t[T ]
τ
−→ (νk :S) ( r〈f, k〉 | t[(n, k) :: T ] ) with k fresh inT

in case there is no entry forn in T , so that a new entry is created and it is associated to
a fresh tuplek. The proxy server then send back the proxy name to the client and sets a
channel manager for the proxy channel in case the first component of the reply onr is
f.

On the client side, the encoding is similar to the one given in Table 3. We only list
the most significant clauses in Table 4, and comment on the differences with respect to
the previous encoding below. First, the read and write protocol now must first link the
client name to the corresponding server name, and then it proceeds as described in§4.2.
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Table 4Fully Abstract Encoding ofP@ intoP.

Proxy
P def

= (νt : tbl) (S | t[ ] )
S def

= ΠA ! pA(h, z).(νr : rw〈>,S〉)S(z,h, r)
S(z,h, r) def

=
(
(z, t, r) | r(x, y)[x=t]h〈y〉; (h〈y〉 |C(y))

)
Clients

([ 0 ])Γ
def
= 0

([ u〈v@A〉 ])Γ
def
= Γ (u, x)  xw@A〈v〉

([ u(y@A).P ])Γ
def
= Γ (u, x)  (νh: rw〈TA〉)

(
xr@A〈h〉 |h(y).([ P ])Γ,y:A

)
with h fresh

([ P|Q ])Γ
def
= ([ P ])Γ | ([ Q ])Γ

([ (νa:A)P ])Γ
def
= (ν(a) :TA)([ P ])Γ,a:A

([ [u=v]P; Q ])Γ
def
= [ur@r=vr@r]([ P ])Γ; ([ Q ])Γ

([ ! P ])Γ
def
= ! ([ P ])Γ

Complete Systems
([ P ])∗Γ

def
= ([ P ])Γ | P

The link between client and server names is accomplished as follows:

Γ (a, x)  P def
= (νh: rw〈TA〉)( pA〈h, a〉 |h(x).P ) with A = Γ(a)

whereP is (intended to be) the encoding for client processes defined as in Table 3.
Secondly, the encoding of a restriction may now be defined homomorphically, as the
allocation of the channel servers is entirely delegated to the proxy. Finally, note that
the encoding is parametric on the typing contextΓ since the reply of the proxy has to
exactly match the (true) type of the channel name.

The complete system is the composition between the encoding of theP@ process
and the proxy server. Note that we do not need to introduce channel manager, as done
in §4.2. In fact a channel manager will be dynamically allocated by the proxy server as
soon as a new proxy channel is created.

As for types, the encoding is unchanged from Table 2, while the encoding of con-
texts is defined as follows: ([Γ ]) def

= {|Γ |} ∪ {pA : w〈w〈TA〉,TA〉}A∈{rw,r,w,>} with {|Γ |} as in
Table 2. This encoding can be shown type preserving and fully abstract.

Theorem 3 (Typing preservation).If Γ ` P in P@, then there existsΓ′ <: ([ Γ ])
such thatΓ′ ` ([ I ]) B P | ([ P ])Γ in P.

Theorem 4 (Full Abstraction). Let Γ andΓ′ be compatible withI such thatΓ ` P
andΓ′ ` Q. ThenI |= P ≈ Q if and only if ([ I ]) |= P | ([ P ])Γ ≈ P | ([ Q ])Γ′ .

It is now easy to see how this new encoding solves the inconvenience explained in
Example 1 against completeness.        

5 Conclusions

We have studied how to expressP@ in P via a fully abstract encoding. Then we
may seek an encoding fromP into P@. It is a very simple observation thatP
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can be encoded intoP@ as shown in [2]. The relevant clauses for the processes are
~u〈ṽ〉 �Γ

def
= u〈ṽ@|Γw(u)|〉 and~u(x̃).P�Γ

def
= u(x̃@|Γr(u)|).~P�Γ,x̃:|Γr(u)|, where|Γ(a)|

denotes the outermost capability inΓ(a). This encoding, which is (sub)type preserving,
has been shown to be sound but not complete. As a matter of fact it can be shown the
non-existence of a sound and complete encoding that satisfies an additional condition
forcing the encoding of context environments to strongly respect the knowledge of the
source.

We may develop a different approach in studying the (non)existence ofreasonable
cross-encodings between the two calculi by adapting existing notions of reasonableness
from the literature [4–6, 9, 10, 13] to the type framework. In particular, the notion given
in [5, 6], which does not coincide with full abstraction, says that a reasonable encoding
(i) should preserve and reflect a basic observable behaviour, namely it should preserve
and reflect barbs without introducing new ones, (ii) it should respect the computation of
the original process (operational correspondence), (iii) it should not equate terms with
an infinite computation and terms with only finite computations, (iv) it should not de-
pend depend on the particular names involved in the original process (name invariance),
and finally (v) it should be compositional with respect the parallel operator. Indeed the
encoding provided above, fromP to P@, is reasonable according to the previous
requirements. On the other hand, the fully abstract encoding of§4 satisfies just name
invariance. By following the same line as in [5] it can be proved that there is no reason-
able encoding fromP@ intoP.

We have studied the relationships between two typed versions of the asynchronous
pi-calculus, establishing the following results.

On the negative side, we have shown that no reasonable encoding ofP into P@
can be fully abstract, and that there exists no reasonable encoding ofP@ into P.
Based on the analogy we have identified between typed synchronization and guarded
input choice, the proof of the latter result can be re-used to substantiate a conjecture
from [9] and establish the impossibility of encoding the asynchronous pi-calculus with
input-guarded choice into its choice-free fragment, by a non-divergent translation pre-
serving weak bisimulation.

On the positive side, we have given a fully abstract, albeit divergent, encoding of
P@ intoP. In its present form, the encoding only applies to the monadic fragment
of P@, and requires the presence of recursive types inP. In fact, the same technique
would work for the polyadic calculus, as long as we can count on a finite bound on the
maximal arity. In that case, everyP@ channel may be associated to different tuples
of names, one for each possible arity. Simlarly, we could do without recursive types in
P, as in the original formulation of [7, 8] by assuming a finite bound on the number
of cascading re-transmission via other names. In fact, the dynamic types ofP@ allow
any channel to communicate its own name: in the general case, this requires (or at least
it appears to require) types with arbitrarily deep nesting, viz, recursive types.

In spite of these limitations, the fully abstract encoding is interesting as it allows us
to identify precisely the subclass of the static types ofP that correspond to the dynamic
types ofP@ and it sheds light on how the dynamically typed synchronization ofP@
may be simulated by a combination of untyped synchronizations on suitably designed
channels.
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A Typing and transition Rules

In this section we report the subtyping, typing and transition rules for the calculiP
andP@.

Table 5Subtyping Rules forP.

Σ ` T <: T

Σ ` T1 <: T′1 · · · T′n <: T′n

Σ ` (T1, . . . ,Tn) <: (T′1, . . . ,T
′
n) Σ ` T <: >

Σ ` Ũw <: T̃w

Σ ` w〈T̃w〉 <: w〈Ũw〉

Σ ` Ũw <: T̃w T̃w <: T̃r T̃r <: Ũr

Σ ` rw〈T̃r ; T̃w〉 <: rw〈Ũr ; Ũw〉

Σ ` T̃r <: Ũr

Σ ` r〈T̃r〉 <: r〈Ũr〉

Σ ` T̃w <: T̃r

Σ ` rw〈T̃r ; T̃w〉 <: w〈T̃w〉

Σ ` T̃w <: T̃r

Σ ` rw〈T̃r ; T̃w〉 <: r〈T̃r〉

Σ, µX.T1 <: T2 ` T1 {µX.T1/X } <: T2

Σ ` T1 <: T2

Σ,T1 <: µX.T2 ` T1 <: T2 {µX.T2/X }

Σ ` T1 <: T2

Judgments are enriched by a subtyping environment of the formΣ = {S <: S′, . . .}.
We say thatS <: T if ∅ ` S <: T

Table 6Typing rules forP.

Environments
(-)

` �

(-)
Γ ` � Γ↓ u : T

Γ,u : T ` �
Capabilities
(-)

Γ,u : T, Γ′ ` � T <: T′

Γ,u : T, Γ′ ` u : T′

(-)

Γ ` u : T Γ ` u : T′

Γ ` u : (T u T′)

(-)
Γ ` ui : Ti (i = 1, . . . ,n)

Γ ` (u1, . . . ,un) : (T1, . . . ,Tn)
Procesees
(-)
Γ ` �

Γ ` 0

(-)
Γ ` P Γ ` Q

Γ ` P|Q

(-)

Γ ` u : r〈T̃〉 Γ, 〈x̃ : T̃〉 ` P

Γ ` u(x̃).P

(-)
Γ ` P

Γ `! P

(-)
Γ,a : T ` P

Γ ` (νa:T)P

(-)

Γ ` u : w〈T̃〉 Γ ` ṽ : T̃

Γ ` u〈ṽ〉
(-)
Γ ` u1 : T1, u2 : T2 Γ ` Q Γ, 〈u1 : T1〉, 〈u2 : T2〉 ` � Γ, 〈u1 : T1〉, 〈u2 : T2〉 ` P

Γ ` [u1=u2]P; Q
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Table 7Operational Semantics forP.

(-)

a(x̃).P
a(ṽ)
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ }

(-)

a〈ṽ〉
a〈ṽ〉
−→ 0

(-)

P
(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ〉
−→ P′ b ∈ {ṽ} \ {a, c̃}

(νb: B)P
(b:B·c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ〉
−→ P′

(-)

P
µ
−→ P′ bn(µ) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅

P|Q
µ
−→ P′ |Q

(-)

P
(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ〉
−→ P′ Q

a(ṽ)
−→ Q′ c̃∩ fn(Q) = ∅

P|Q
τ
−→ (νc̃:C̃)(P′ |Q′)

(-)

P
a(ṽ)
−→ P′ Q

(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ〉
−→ Q′ c̃∩ fn(P) = ∅

P|Q
τ
−→ (νc̃:C̃)(P′ |Q′)

(-)

P
µ
−→ P′ b < n(µ)

(νb:T)P
µ
−→ (νb:T)P′

(-)

P
µ
−→ P′

! P
µ
−→ P′ |! P

(-)

P
µ
−→ P′

[u=u]P; Q
µ
−→ P′

(-)

Q
µ
−→ Q′ u , v

[u=v]P; Q
µ
−→ Q′

Table 8Typing rules forP@.

Environments
(-)

` �

(-)
Γ ` � Γ↓ u : A

Γ,u : A ` �
Capabilities
(-)

Γ,u : A, Γ′ ` � A <: A′

Γ,u : A, Γ′ ` u : A′

(-)

Γ ` u : A Γ ` u : A′

Γ ` u : (A u A′)

(-)
Γ ` ui : Ai (i = 1, . . . ,n)

Γ ` (u1, . . . ,un) : (A1, . . . ,An)
Procesees
(-)
Γ ` �

Γ ` 0

(-)
Γ ` P Γ ` Q

Γ ` P|Q

(-)

Γ ` u : r Γ, 〈x̃ : Ã〉 ` P

Γ ` u(x̃@Ã).P

(-)
Γ ` P

Γ `! P

(-)
Γ,a : A ` P

Γ ` (νa:A)P

(-)

Γ ` u : w Γ ` ṽ : B̃

Γ ` u〈ṽ@B̃〉
(-)
Γ ` u1 : A1, u2 : A2 Γ ` Q Γ, 〈u1 : A1〉, 〈u2 : A2〉 ` � Γ, 〈u1 : A1〉, 〈u2 : A2〉 ` P

Γ ` [u1=u2]P; Q
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Table 9Subtyping Rules forP@.

A <: A rw <: r rw <: w A <: >

A1 <: A′1 · · · A′n <: A′n

(A1, . . . ,An) <: (A′1, . . . ,A
′
n)

Table 10Operational Semantics forP@.

(-)

a(x̃@Ã).P
a(ṽ@Ã)
−→ P {ṽ/x̃ }

(-)

a〈ṽ@Ã〉
a〈ṽ@Ã〉
−→ 0

(-)

P
(c̃:C̃)a〈Ã@ṽ〉
−→ P′ b ∈ {ṽ} \ {a, c̃}

(νb: B)P
(b:B·c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ@Ã〉
−→ P′

(-)

P
α
−→ P′ bn(α) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅

P|Q
α
−→ P′ |Q

(-)

P
(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ@Ã〉
−→ P′ Q

a(ṽ@B̃)
−→ Q′ Ã <: B̃ c̃∩ fn(Q) = ∅

P|Q
τ
−→ (νc̃:C̃)(P′ |Q′)

(-)

P
a(ṽ@Ã)
−→ P′ Q

(c̃:C̃)a〈ṽ@B̃〉
−→ Q′ B̃ <: Ã c̃∩ fn(P) = ∅

P|Q
τ
−→ (νc̃:C̃)(P′ |Q′)

(-)

P
α
−→ P′ b < n(α)

(νb:T)P
α
−→ (νb:T)P′

(-)

P
α
−→ P′

! P
α
−→ P′ |! P

(-)

P
α
−→ P′

[u=u]P; Q
α
−→ P′

(-)

Q
α
−→ Q′ u , v

[u=v]P; Q
α
−→ Q′

B EncodingP@ into P

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1. First we prove some auxiliary results.

Lemma 1 (Subtyping Preservation).The subtyping lattice ofP@ is preserved by
the recursive types of Table 2, that is:Trw <: {Tr,Tw} <: T>.

Corollary 1. If Γ <: Γ′ in P@, then{|Γ |} <: {|Γ′ |} in P.

We define an auxiliary encoding for type environments, based on the new class of recur-
sive types depicted Table 11. The tuplesR andW are the same as in§4, and are defined
by using the types of Table 2.
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Table 11Auxiliary recursive types.

Sr@rw
def
= rw〈w〈R,W〉〉 Sw@rw

def
= rw〈R,W〉

Sr@r
def
= rw〈w〈R,>〉〉 Sw@r

def
= rw〈R,>〉

Sr@w
def
= rw〈w〈>,W〉〉 Sw@w

def
= rw〈>,W〉

Sr@>
def
= rw〈w〈>,>〉〉 Sw@>

def
= rw〈>,>〉

The definition implies thatSr@A <: Tr@A andSw@A <: Tw@A for every typeA in
P@. The auxiliary encoding{| |}S is based on the typeS def

= (RS,WS), whereRS
def
=

(Sr@rw,Sr@r,Sr@w,Sr@>) andWS
def
= (Sw@rw,Sw@r,Sw@w,Sw@>). ClearlyRS <: R and

WS <:W. ThenS <: Trw and thus Lemma 1 says that

S <: T for everyT ∈ {Trw,Tr,Tw,T>}. (1)

The encoding{| |}S is defined as

{| ∅ |}S
def
= t : >, f : >

{|Γ, v : A |}S
def
= {|Γ |}, (v) : S

The observation (1) implies the following fact.

Fact 5 If Γ is a typing environment inP@, then{|Γ |}S <: {|Γ |}.

Moreover{|Γ |}S is a good typing environment to type-check the channel manager asso-
ciated to a type environmentI, as will be clear from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Given the typing environmentΓ in P@, then{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` C(a) in
P for every a∈ dom(Γ).

Proof. Let a ∈ dom(Γ) and consider C(a) def
= ΠA ! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h). In order

to prove that{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` C(a),we show that{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` ur@A(h).C(u,A,h)
for every typeA in P@. The proof follows a common pattern for everyA ∈ {rw, r,w,>}.

For instance, letA = w and check that{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` ur@w(h).C(u,w,h).
Essentially this amounts to derive

1. {|Γ |},h : w〈>,W〉, l : rw〈>〉, 〈(a) : S〉 ` Rl
〈
uw@w(z).h〈z〉

〉
,

2. {|Γ |},h : w〈>,W〉, l : rw〈>〉, 〈(a) : S〉 ` Rl
〈
uw@rw(z).h〈z〉

〉
.

Consider (i). Let∆1 = {|Γ |}S,h : w〈>,W〉, l : rw〈>〉, (zR, zW) : (>,W), 〈(a) : S〉. Since
∆1 ` uw@w : rw〈>,W〉 <: w〈>,W〉 and∆1 ` h : w〈>,W〉, the rules of Table 6 de-
rive ∆1 ` Tl

〈
uw@w(z).h〈z〉

〉
. Moreover∆1 ` uw@w : rw〈>,W〉 <: r〈>,W〉, hence

(i) follows by (-). The point(ii) is analogous. Let∆2 = {|Γ |}S,h : w〈>,W〉, l :
rw〈>〉, (zR, zW) : (R,W), 〈(a) : S〉. Since∆2 ` uw@rw : rw〈R,W〉 <: w〈R,W〉 and
∆2 ` h : w〈>,W〉 <: w〈R,W〉, the rules of Table 6 derive∆2 ` Tl

〈
uw@rw(z).h〈z〉

〉
.

Moreover∆2 ` uw@rw : rw〈R,W〉 <: r〈R,W〉, hence (ii) follows by (-). Now, points
(i) and (ii) imply {|Γ |},h : w〈R,W〉, 〈(a) : S〉 ` C(u,w,h) by (-), (-) and
(-). Then, since{|Γ |},h : w〈R,W〉, 〈(a) : S〉 ` ur@w : rw〈w〈R,W〉〉 <: r〈w〈R,W〉〉,
an application of the rule (-) concludes that{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` ur@w(h).C(u,w,h).
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As already said, the typing judgement{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` ur@A(h).C(u,A,h) can
be derived in a similar way also whenA is rw, r, or >. Thus{|Γ |}, 〈(a) : S〉 ` C(a)
follows by (-) and (-).

The following corollary is a forthright consequence of this lemma and of the fact that
dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(I) wheneverΓ <: I.

Corollary 2. For everyΓ in P@ it holds{|Γ |}S ` MΓ in P.

Another useful result for the type preservation of the encoding is the following lemma.

Lemma 3. If Γ ` P in P@, then{|Γ |} ` {|P |} in P.

Proof. First check thatΓ ` � implies {|Γ |} ` �. Then, by means of Lemma 1, show
thatΓ ` v : A implies {|Γ |} ` (v) : TA. Finally prove the lemma by induction on the
derivation ofΓ ` P in P@. The interesting cases are the inductive steps for (-),
(-) and (-).

When (-) is the last rule of the type derivation then

Γ ` u : r Γ, 〈x : A〉 ` P

Γ ` u(x@A).P

Assume for instance thatA = w. The induction hypotheses say that (i){|Γ |} ` (u) : Tr,
hence{|Γ |} ` ur@w : w〈w〈Tw〉〉; and (ii) {|Γ |}, 〈{| x : w |}〉 ` {|P |}, namely{|Γ |}, 〈(x) : Tw〉 `

{|P |}. Now the typing rules forP (in Tab. 6), (-) and (-) in particular, allow
the derivation of the typing judgment{|Γ |} ` (νh : rw〈Tw〉) ( ur@w〈h〉 |h(x).{|P |} ) , that is
{|Γ |} ` {|P |}. CasesA = rw, r,> are similar.

When (-) is the last rule of the type derivation

Γ ` u : w Γ ` v : A

Γ ` u〈v@A〉

then (i) {|Γ |} ` (u) : TA, hence{|Γ |} ` uw@A : w〈TA〉; and (ii) {|Γ |} ` (vR, vW) : TA.
Hence{|Γ |} ` uw@A〈v〉, by (-), and so{|Γ |} ` {|u〈v@A〉 |}.

When (-) is the last rule of the type derivation then

Γ,a : A ` P

Γ ` (νa:A)P

The induction hypothesis says that{|Γ,a : A |} ` {|P |} in P, that is {|Γ |}, (a) : TA `

{|P |}, hence{|Γ |}, (a) : S ` {|P |}. Moreover{|Γ |}, (a) : S ` C(a) by Lemma 2, then
{|Γ |}, (a) : S ` {|P |} |C(a) by (-). Finally {|Γ |} ` {| (νa:A)P |} by (-).

Proof. *Proof of Theorem 1. LetΓ ` P in P@. Lemma 3 says that{|Γ |} ` {|P |} in
P, hence{|Γ |}S ` {|P |} by Fact 5. Moreover{|Γ |}S ` MΓ by Corollary 2. Thus
{|Γ |}S ` {|P |}Γ by (-). The thesis of the theorem is obtained withΓ′ = {|Γ |}S.

Then we can prove that the encoding actually maps configurations into configura-
tions.
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Corollary 3. If I B P is a configuration inP@, with Γ <: I such thatΓ ` P, then
{| I |} B {|P |}Γ is a configuration inP.

Proof. Let I B P be a configuration, withΓ <: I such thatΓ ` P in P@. Theorem 1
says that there existsΓ′ <: {|Γ |} such thatΓ′ ` {|P |}Γ in P. Lemma 1 says that{|Γ |} <:
{| I |}, henceΓ′ <: {| I |}. Thus{| I |} B {|P |}Γ is a configuration inP.

Proof of Proposition 2 (sketch).Show (i) by induction on the derivationP
µ
−→ P′ in

P@. Point (ii) is proved in two steps. IfQ
Λ
−→ Q′ with an administrative transition,

thenQ′ ≈A Q, as≈A is closed under administrative reductions. Conclude by choosing

µ = τ. If Q
λ
−→ Q′ with a effective transition, then by definition there areRandR′ such

that {|P |}Γ
AΛ
−→ R

λ
−→

AΛ
−→ R′ andQ′ ≈A R′. The proof shows that there is a ‘canonical’

sequence of administrative reductions, noted asdΛe, only including the administrative

steps from{|P |}Γ required to enable the action inR, and such that{|P |}Γ
dΛe
=⇒

λ
−→≈A R′.

This last property implies that there are a processP′ and an actionµ in P@ such that

P
µ
−→ P′ and{|P |}Γ ≈A R′. This is done by case analysis on

λ
−→ and by observing that

the administrative actions arise either when there is an available output inP or when
there is an input ready to synchronise or both (the last case produces aτ) action inP@.
Finally, transitivity says that{|P′ |}Γ ≈A R′.

C Proof of Soundness

Let the functionsρ, σ range over renaming functions, withPρ we mean the name sub-
stitution applied to the names of the processP

Definition 5 (Derivative process).We say that anP process H is a([ ])Γ-derivative
if there exist anP process K, anP@ process P such thatΓ ` P and two renaming
functionsρ andσ such that H= Kσ and([ P ])∗Γ =⇒ Kρ.

In the encoding, we resort to a two sorted set of names: ‘standard’ noted bym,n . . .
and ‘signed’ noted byh,m, . . . In the encoding, signed names are those sent on the
channelsur@A, which are used for the private communication between a process willing
for an input on (the encoding of) channelu and the channel manager. In formally, the
encoding of an input becomes:

([ u(y@A).P ])Γ
def
= Γ (u, x)  (νh : rw〈TA〉)

(
xr@A〈h〉 |h(y).([ P ])Γ,y:A

)
We calladministrativeevery internal communication of the encodings that is not a

synchronisation along a signed channel.

Definition 6 (Administrative Reduction). We say that P
τ
−→ P′ is anI-administrative

reduction, noted P
AI
−→ P′, whenI B P↓a iff I B P′ ↓a and P= C[H], P′ = C[H′] with

H,H′ ([ ])Γ-derivatives such that H
τ
−→ H′ is synchronisation on a standard channel.
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We define
AI
=⇒ to be the reflexive and transitive closure of

AI
−→. Moreover we mark

as
τI
−→ aτ-transition which is notI-administrative.

Definition 7 (Administrative Equivalence). The administrative equivalence≈A is the
largest symmetric, contextual and term indexed relationR such thatI |= PRQ implies

1. if I B P↓a, thenI B P′ ↓a

2. if P
AI
−→ P′, then Q

AI
=⇒ Q′ for some Q′ such thatI |= P′RQ′

3. if P
τI
−→ P′, then Q

AI
=⇒

τI
−→

AI
=⇒ Q′ for some Q′ such thatI |= P′RQ′

It is easy to see that the above definition implies the following property, useful to
prove that the administrative equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation.

Lemma 4. GivenI |= P ≈A Q then:

– if P
AI
=⇒ P′ then Q

AI
=⇒ Q′ for some Q′ such thatI |= P′ ≈A Q′

– if P
AI
=⇒

τI
−→

AI
=⇒ P′ then Q

AI
=⇒

τI
−→

AI
=⇒ Q′ for some Q′ such thatI |= P′ ≈A Q′

Lemma 5. The relation≈A is an equivalence overP processes.

Proof. Reflexivity can be checked by showing that the identity relationId satisfies the
properties required by Definition 7. Symmetry holds by definition. Finally, Lemma 5 is
useful to show that≈A≈A satisfies Definition 7 and thus to prove the transitivity of≈A.

An important observation is that≈A is finer than≈.

Lemma 6. If I |= P ≈A Q thenI |= P ≈ Q.

Proof. Show that the relation≈A satisfies the properties of Definition 4. The contextu-
ality of ≈A is a consequence of Definition 7. To see that≈A preserves barbs, assume that
I |= P ≈A Q andI B P↓a, thenI B Q↓a by Definition 7, and thusI B Q⇓a. To see

that≈A is reduction closed, assume thatI |= P ≈A Q andP
τ
−→ P′. In caseP

AI
−→ P′,

then there existsQ′ such thatI |= P′ ≈A Q′ andQ
AI
=⇒ Q′, henceQ =⇒ Q′. In case

P
τI
−→ P′, then there existsQ′ such thatI |= P′ ≈A Q′ andQ

AI
=⇒

τI
−→

AI
=⇒ Q′, hence

Q =⇒ Q′.

The usual congruence of pi-calculus, denoted by≡, will simplify the proofs in the
following of the paper. Basically, it identifies processes with the same internal structure,
and it is defined as the smallest congruence that is closed underα-conversion and that
satisfies the following axioms:

P|Q ≡ Q|P P| (νa:T)Q ≡ (νa:T)(P|Q) ! (P|Q) ≡ ! P|! Q
P|0 ≡ P (νa1 :T1)(νa2 :T2)P ≡ (νa2 :T2)(νa1 :T1)P ! P ≡ ! P|P

[a=a]P; Q ≡ P [a=b]P; Q ≡ P (if a , b) !! P ≡ ! P
(νa:T)0 ≡ 0 (νa:T)a〈b̃〉.P ≡ 0 (νa:T)a(x̃).P ≡ 0

It is easy to see that congruence is sound with respect the operational semantics given

in Table 7. In fact, ifP ≡ Q andP
α
−→ P′ then there existsQ′ such thatQ

α
−→ Q′ and

P′ ≡ Q′. As expected, congruence is finer that≈A, as stated by the following lemma,
whose proof is fairly standard.
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Lemma 7. If P ≡ Q thenI |= P ≈A Q for everyI.

It is straightforward to see how the congruence relation provides a characterisation
of administrative reductions. The details are outlined in Table 12 at the end of the Ap-
pendix.

Lemma 8 (Administrative Reduction – Characterisation).The reduction P
τ
−→ P′

is I-administrative whenI B P↓a iff I B P′ ↓a and P= C[H], P′ = C[H′] with H,H′

satisfying one of the eight cases depicted in Table 12.

C.1 Closure Properties of Administrative Equivalence

The key property of administrative reductions is that they are closed under adminis-
trative equivalence, as stated by Lemma 10. The notion of non-overlapping transitions
and the property stated in Lemma 9 will be useful to prove Lemma 10. We say that the

reductionsP
τ
−→ Q andP

τ
−→ R arenon-overlappingif there areC[], P′ andP′′ such

thatP ≡ C[P′ |P′′], Q ≡ C[Q′ |P′′] with P′
τ
−→ Q′, andR≡ C[P′ |R′′] with P′′

τ
−→ R′′.

Lemma 9. If P
τ
−→ Q and P

τ
−→ R are two non-overlapping transitions, then there

exists a process H such that Q
τ
−→ H and R

τ
−→ H.

Proof. The definition says that there areC[], P′ and P′′ such thatP ≡ C[P′ | P′′],

Q ≡ C[Q′ |P′′] with P′
τ
−→ Q′, andR ≡ C[P′ |R′′] with P′′

τ
−→ R′′. Then defineH to

beC[Q′ |R′′] and check thatQ
τ
−→ H andR

τ
−→ H.

Lemma 10. If P
AI
−→ P′ thenI |= P ≈A P′.

Proof. We consider the type indexed relationR def
= (R1∪R2∪ ≡), whereI |= C[P]R1C[Q]

andI |= C[Q]R1C[P] wheneverP
AI
−→ Q. Then we show thatR is symmetric, barb pre-

serving, reduction closed and contextual.
Symmetry. It holds by definition
Barb Preservation. Assume thatI |= C[P] R1 C[Q]. If I B C[] ↓a thenI B

C[P] ↓a if and only if I B C[Q] ↓a. OtherwiseI B P↓a if and only if I B Q↓a, and
againI B C[P] ↓a if and only ifI B C[Q] ↓a. The case forR2 is analogous and the case
for ≡ follows from Lemma 7.

Reduction Closure.The relationR1 is the only significative one. Then we assume

thatI |= C[P] R1 C[Q], meaning thatP
AI
−→ Q. We need to prove that(a) if C[P]

AI
−→ H

thenC[Q]
AI
=⇒ K with H R K, and that(b) if C[P]

τI
−→ H thenC[Q]

AI
=⇒

τI
−→

AI
=⇒ K with

H R K. In the following we discuss the two cases.

Case(a) C[P]
AI
−→ H. This administrative reduction has been generated according

to Table 12. Then we analyse each of the six items of Table 12 and in every case we

show that there existsK such thatC[Q]
AI
=⇒ K andH

AI
−→≡ K or H ≡ K. In both the

cases we can conclude thatH R K.
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1. C[P]
AI
−→ H according to item 1 in Table 12. If the administrative reductionP

AI
−→

Q has been inferred from the items 2–6 of Table 12, then the reductionsC[P]
AI
−→

C[Q] and C[P]
AI
−→ H are non overlapping, hence we conclude that there exists

K such thatC[Q]
AI
−→≡ K andH

AI
−→≡ K by Lemma 9. On the other hand, if the

administrative reductionP
AI
−→ Q has been inferred from the item 1 of Table 12,

then it must be a synchronisation on a channelur@A. Also C[P]
AI
−→ H is a syn-

chronisation on a channelu′r@A′ . Now, if u , u′ andA , A′ the two transitions are
non-overlapping, then we conclude as above. Ifu = u′ andA = A′ then we have

two possibilities. On the one hand, ifH = C[Q] then we conclude thatC[Q]
AI
=⇒ H.

On the other hand, if there are two synchronisation on two different outputs onur@A

it must be the case that

C[P] ≡ C′[ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(ur@A〈h〉 |h(x).Q1)
(νk: rw〈TA〉)(ur@A〈k〉 |k(x).Q2) |! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h) ].

In this case it is easy to see thatC[P]
AI
−→ H

AI
−→ K1 andC[Q]

AI
−→ K2 with

C[Q] ≡ C′[ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q1 |C(u,A,h)) |
(νk: rw〈TA〉)(ur@A〈k〉 |k(x).Q2) |! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h) ]

H ≡ C′[ (νk: rw〈TA〉)(k(x).Q2 |C(u,A, k)) |
(νh: rw〈TA〉)(ur@A〈h〉 |h(x).Q1) |! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h) ]

K1 ≡ K2 ≡ C′[ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q1 |C(u,A,h)) |
(νk: rw〈TA〉)(k(x).Q2 |C(u,A, k)) |! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h) ].

2. C[P]
AI
−→ H according to item 2 in Table 12. If the administrative reductionP

AI
−→

Q has been inferred from the items 1 and 3–6 of Table 12 then we conclude as done

above thanks to Lemma 9. On the other hand if the administrative reductionP
AI
−→

Q has been inferred from the item 2 of Table 12, then it must be a synchronisation

on a channeluw@A. Also C[P]
AI
−→ H is a synchronisation on a channelu′w@A.

Again, if H = C[Q] then we conclude thatC[Q]
AI
=⇒ H. Moreover if they are non-

overlapping synchronisation then we conclude as above. The only overlapping case
is whenu = u′ and

C[P] ≡ C′[ (νñ: T̃)(uw@B1〈v1〉 |Q′1) |
(νñ: T̃)(uw@B2〈v2〉 |Q′2) |
(νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)( l〈t〉 |RA〈h, l〉) ) ]

C[Q] ≡ C′[ (νñ: T̃)(uw@B1〈v1〉 |Q′1) |
(νñ: T̃)(uw@B2〈v2〉 |Q′2) |
(νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)( l〈t〉 |RA〈h, l〉) ) ]

.... it is easy to conclude as before as thanks to the replicated input channel
∏

C<:A !
uw@C(z).Tl〈uw@C(z).h〈z〉〉

Contextuality. To be done...
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The result of Lemma 10 can be extended to an arbitrary number of administrative
reductions.

Corollary 4. If P
AI
=⇒ Q thenI |= P ≈A Q.

Proof. Extend Lemma 10 by induction on the number of reductionsP
AI
=⇒ Q.

C.2 Operational Correspondence

The soundness result relies on the operational correspondence between the source pro-
cessp and its encoding{|P |}Γ. The ‘preservation’ direction (Lemma 11) is fairly stan-
dard, whereas the ‘reflection’ (Lemma 14) direction needs more care as the encoding is
not ‘prompt’ [9]: in fact, the encoding{|P |}Γ takes several steps to commit a synchroni-
sation of the source process. In this section we show that those steps have the following
properties: each reduction leading to a commit(i) does not preclude any other reduction
and(ii) it is administrative, thus not visible to the context.

Lemma 11 (Operational Preservation).LetI B P a configuration inP@ andΓ <:

I such thatΓ ` P. If P
τ
−→ P′ then([ P ])∗Γ

AJ
=⇒

τJ
−→ K, withJ = ([ I ]) and K≡ ([ P′ ])∗Γ.

Proof. By induction on the derivation ofP
τ
−→ P′ in P@, we prove that there exists

a reduction ([P ])∗Γ
AJ
=⇒ H which follows the steps in (the same order of) Table 12 with

H
τJ
−→ K ≡ ([ P′ ])∗Γ

The reverse direction of the operational correspondence is based on the adminis-
trative equivalence≈A. First we introduce an auxiliary notion. Consider the reductions

P
AI
=⇒ P′

τI
−→ Q, we say that the sequence

AI
=⇒ is canonical, and we denote it as

P
dAeI
=⇒ P′ if it includes just the administrative steps required to enable the non admin-

istrative synchronisation inP′. More formally, we can say that the canonical sequence

has the minimum length among all the administrative sequencesP
AI
=⇒ P′. Thanks to

this definition we ca prove a preparatory lemma.

Lemma 12. Let I B P a configuration inP@ andΓ <: I such thatΓ ` P. Define

J = ([ I ]). If ([ P ])∗Γ
AJ
=⇒ H

τJ
−→ K, then there exists H′ such that([ P ])∗Γ

dAeJ
=⇒ H′

τJ
−→ K′

with K ≈A K′.

Proof. Let ([ P ])∗Γ
AJ
=⇒ H

τJ
−→ K then the fist synchronisation has to be on a channelpA.

Note that every synchronisation on a channelpA can lead at most to one non adminis-
trative synchronisation. If it is the first one, the canonical reduction.

Lemma 13. Let I B P a configuration inP@ andΓ <: I such thatΓ ` P. Define

J = ([ I ]). If ([ P ])∗Γ
dAeJ
=⇒ H

τJ
−→ K then there exists P′ such that P

τ
−→ P′ andJ |=

K ≈A ([ P′ ])∗Γ.
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Lemma 14 (Operational Reflection).LetI B P a configuration inP@ andΓ <: I
such thatΓ ` P. DefineJ = ([ I ]). Assume thatJ |= H ≈A ([ P ])∗Γ and H

τ
−→ K. Then

eitherJ |= H ≈A K or there exists P′ such that P
τ
−→ P′ andJ |= K ≈A ([ P′ ])∗Γ.

Lemma 15 (Operational Correspondence).LetI B P a configuration inP@ and
Γ <: I such thatΓ ` P. DefineJ = ([ I ]). The following hold:

1. If P
τ
−→ P′ then([ P ])∗Γ

AJ
=⇒

τJ
−→ H withJ |= H ≈A ([ P′ ])∗Γ.

2. If J |= H ≈A ([ P ])∗Γ and H
τ
−→ K then there exists P′ such that P

τ
−→ P′ and

J |= K ≈A ([ P′ ])∗Γ.

The last result we need for soundness it the barb preservation of the encoding.

Lemma 16 (Barb Correspondence).LetI B P a configuration inP@ andΓ <: I
such thatΓ ` P. Then the followings hold.

1. If I B P↓a then ([ I ]),h : rw〈T>〉 B Γ (u, x)  xr@A〈h〉 | ([ P ])∗Γ ⇓h.
2. If ([ I ]),h : rw〈T>〉 B Γ (u, x)  xr@A〈h〉 | ([ P ])∗Γ ⇓h thenI B P↓a.

Theorem 6 (Soundness).LetΓ <: I andΓ′ <: I be such thatΓ ` P andΓ′ ` Q. Then
([ I ]) |= ([ P ])∗Γ ≈ ([ Q ])∗Γ′ impliesI |= P ≈ Q.

Proof. The candidate is what we expect.

D Proof of Completeness

Theorem 7 (Completeness).LetΓ <: I andΓ′ <: I be such thatΓ ` P andΓ′ ` Q.
ThenI |= P ≈ Q implies ([ I ]) |= ([ P ])∗Γ ≈ ([ Q ])∗Γ′ .

Proof. We recall that ([P ])∗Γ
def
= ([ P ])Γ | (νt : tbl)(S | t[ ]) and this represents the ini-

tial configuration without pre-synchronisation between the client ([P ])Γ and the proxy
server. Due to the communication protocol, the proxy server will fulfill the requesters
from the client by generating new entries in the tablet and the relatives channel man-
agers. The system will then evolve to a configuration of the form

(νk1 :S) . . . (νkp :S)

Q | ∏
i=1...p

C(ki) | (νt : tbl)( S | t[(n1, k1) :: . . . :: (np, kp)] )


whereQ is such that

∆ ` Q with ∆ = ([ Γ ]), k1 : Trw, . . . kp : Trw. (2)

In order to build the candidate relation for the behavioural equivalence we need to
account the observation above and so, given the typing environmentΓ in P@, we
define the following computing environment

CEΓ[−] def
= (νk1 :S) . . . (νkp :S)(
−| Q |

∏
i=1...p C(ki) | (νt : tbl)( S | t[(n1, k1) :: . . . :: (np, kp)] )

)
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with the processQ that satisfies the property (2). Intuitively,Q is meant to represents
the process generated by the interaction between the proxy server and the context.

Observe that whenQ = 0 andp = 0 we haveCEΓ[([ P ])] ≡ ([ P ])∗Γ, thus the candi-
date relationR can be defined as:

([ I ]),a1 : T1, . . .an : Tn |= C[ CEΓ[([ P ])] ] R C[ CEΓ′ [([ Q ])] ]

whenever

1. I |= P ≈ Q
2. Γ <: I andΓ ` P
3. Γ′ <: I andΓ′ ` Q
4. ai < dom(([ I ]))
5. C[ ] is a context as previously defined

Now it is straightforward to prove thatR ∪ ≈A satisfies the requirements of Definition 7,
thusR⊆≈A and henceI |= P ≈ Q implies ([I ]) |= ([ P ])∗Γ ≈ ([ Q ])∗Γ′ as required by
completeness.
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Table 12Administrative Reductions.

Case 1:
H ≡ Γ (a, x)  P | S
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)S(a,h, r) ) | S
Case 2(a):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)S(a,h, r) ) | t[T ]
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)( r〈t, k〉 | r(x, y)[x=t]h〈y〉; (h〈y〉 |C(y)) ) ) | t[T ]
Case 2(b):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)S(a,h, r) ) | t[T ]
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(νk :S)( h(x).P |

| (νr : rw〈>,S〉)( r〈f, k〉 | r(x, y)[x=t]h〈y〉; (h〈y〉 |C(y)) ) ) | t[(a, k) :: T ]
Case 3(a):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)( r〈t, k〉 | r(x, y)[x=t]h〈y〉; (h〈y〉 |C(y)) ) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | [t=t]h〈k〉; (h〈k〉 |C(k)) ) )
Case 3(b):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | (νr : rw〈>,S〉)( r〈f, k〉 | r(x, y)[x=t]h〈y〉; (h〈y〉 |C(y)) ) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | [f=t]h〈k〉; (h〈k〉 |C(k)) ) )
Case 4(a):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | [t=t]h〈k〉; (h〈k〉 |C(k)) ) )
H′ ≡ P {k/x }
Case 4(b):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)( h(x).P | [f=t]h〈k〉; (h〈k〉 |C(k)) ) )
H′ ≡ P {k/x } | C(k)
Case 5:
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(ur@A〈h〉 |h(x).Q) | ! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h)
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q|C(u,A,h)) | ! ur@A(h).C(u,A,h)
Case 6:
H ≡ (νñ: T̃)(uw@B〈v〉 |Q′) | (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q | (νl : rw〈>〉)( l〈t〉 |RA〈h, l〉) )
H′ ≡ (νñ1 : T̃1)( (νñ2 : T̃2)Q′ | (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)( l〈n〉 |RA〈h, l〉 |

| l(z).[z=t](l〈f〉 |h〈v〉) ⊕ (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉); (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉) ) ) )
Case 7:
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)( l〈n〉 |Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 |

| l(z).[z=t]l〈f〉 |h〈v〉 ⊕ l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉; l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | [n=t]l〈f〉 |h〈v〉 ⊕ l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉; (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉)) )
Case 8(a):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | [t=t]l〈f〉 |h〈v〉 ⊕ l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉; (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉)) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | l〈f〉 |h〈v〉) )
Case 8(b):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | [t=t]l〈f〉 |h〈v〉 ⊕ l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉; (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉)) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉) )
Case 8(c):
H ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | [f=t]l〈f〉 |h〈v〉 ⊕ l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉; (l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉)) )
H′ ≡ (νh: rw〈TA〉)(h(x).Q| (νl : rw〈>〉)(Q′ |RA〈h, l〉 | l〈t〉 |uw@B〈v〉) )

With RA〈h, l〉 =
∏

C<:A ! uw@C(z).Tl〈uw@C(z).h〈z〉〉
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